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Pc dmis quick fixture

PC-DMIS Tech Tip : Watch our video to learn how to enter a virtual binding to accommodate a part. To show or hide the Quick Fix toolbar, do one of the following: On the Graphics Modes toolbar, select the Quick Fix Mode icon (). Select Operation | Graphics Display Window | Change Screen Mode | Quick-fix mode.
When the toolbar appears, the software permanently powers the Quick Fix toolbar vertically to the right of the main application window. The toolbar provides a drop-down feature for some buttons. PC-DMIS stores the last selected option for each of these buttons and displays them the next time the software shows the
Quick Fix toolbar: Multiple buttons on this toolbar are mode buttons. The currently selected mode has a blue backlight. Drop - This mode drops the selected quick device on any object located below it in the Graphics Display window. If there is nothing in the direction of Z minus, then nothing happens. If so, the device
drops until it touches the object. Level – This mode adopts a normal surface vector in which you just clicked and squares that come out of the machine coordinate system. Rotate - This mode occupies the point where you just clicked and drops that invisible point on the nearest edge. Then squares up the vector, which is
tic to the curve at the drop point. Rotation is a 2D squaring, looking down the current normal view. Square - This mode squares the selected high-speed device so that its axes are parallel to the CAD axis shown by the trihedron. Delete – This mode deletes the selected Quick Restrax object. Link – This introduces a
grouping mode that groups all on-screen housing components so that dragging or rotating one device drags or rotates them together. When cleared, you can manipulate the fastening components individually. In-place fix - If you have linked the restrastrain components, this determines the location of the selected
component in the set of linked components so that it does not move. This component remains constant at the current location, even if you then move the other components of the linked assembly. Save - This opens the Save As dialog box so that you can save any binding on the screen. If there is more than one device
on the screen, pc-DMIS saves them all as a single set. Saved devices are stored in the user drop-down tree in the Quick Restrax dialog box for later use. X move - This mode allows the luminaire to move only along the X. Y move axis - This mode allows the device to move only along the Y-axis. YZ Motion - This mode
allows the housing to move only along the Y and Z axes. Plane. To rotate, press Ctrl and drag the binding. YZ Rotation - This mode allows rotation only in the YZ plane. To rotate, press Ctrl and drag the binding. ZX Rotation - This mode allows rotation only in the ZX plane. To rotate, press Ctrl and drag the binding.
Positioned Luminaire - Displays the Quick Fix dialog box, allowing you to work with CAD functions on supported devices. For more information, see Use the Quick Place dialog box in Define Hardware. Choose Insert | Hardware Definition | Quick Fix to display the Quick Fix dialog box. You can use this dialog box to insert
a selection of predefined (or custom) luminaires into the graphics display window. Quick Fix dialog box This dialog box contains the following options: Available devices - This list displays available devices that you can import into the Display Graphics window. These devices are stored in the Models\QuickFix\ PC-DMIS
installation subdirectory. Display devices – This list displays the devices that are currently displayed in the Display Graphics window. To reposition luminaires in the Graphics Display window, see Use Quick Mount mode to move, rotate, and attach luminaires. Insert - This button moves the selected device from the
Available Mounts list to the Displayed Fixtures list, which allows you to display the selected function in the Display Graphic window. Delete - This button removes the selected device from the Displayed Handles list. Delete – When you select and add a new custom device from the New Device section (see below), the
Available Devices section is created. The Delete button is available when one of these custom devices is selected from the User section. When clicked, the selected item is permanently removed from the tree list and from the userquickfix.dat. Load Fixture - This button loads a previously saved high-speed device (as a
qfxt extension) into the Graphics Display window. Select the device to load from the Open dialog box, and then click Open. The Quick Fix dialog box shows what's loaded under Displayed devices. Only one qfxt can be loaded for each measurement procedure. New Device - This area is where you add your own fixtures to
the Available Matches list. New devices can be any valid file type. The File Name field displays the full path for the device you want to add, the Browse button displays the Open dialog box so that you can navigate to the file you want to add, and the Add button inserts a new binding into the list of available devices. You
can save an unlimited number of items to your device. Luminaire preview under New Schedule, preview the currently selected device from the Available Matches list. When you select one or more Quick Fixture components in the dialog box are highlighted in red in the Graphics Display window to show that they have
been selected. If the animated machine has been added to the measurement procedure, PC-DMIS inserts new quick fixture components in corner -X, -Y, -From the operating volume of the device. Otherwise, PC-DMIS adds them to the source. More: Insert and remove quick devices Adding custom devices using quick fix
mode to move, rotate and attach Quick Fixture Toolbar handles Using Quick Fixtures Files Using quick position position dialog ok so I'm practicing using QUICK FIXTURE mode and I'm nice working my way through it. however here is my problem, after some struggle I have my part and clamps exactly where I want
them. exit QUick Fixture mode. now the probe is not normal to the surface of the part. somehow during all the movement of the terminals and the part itself, the orientation of the parts became warpered. probe a0b0 is now at an angle. now I'm sure the program will work normally because it is after the correct vectors, but
how can I visually fix this anomaly? ПО PC-DMIS применяется для обработки результатов измерений, Сделанных на мостовых или цеховых координатно-измерительных машинах. Применяется для Измерения параметров формы, размеров деталейИзмерений допусков деталей ПО удовлетворяет
требованиям всех международных стандартов программного обеспечения для КИМ. PC-DMIS доступно в качестве стандартного ПО для оборудования или в качестве опции для всех новых координатно-измерительных машин компании Hexagon Metrology. Пакет ПО PC-DMIS доступен для

потребителя виде трех различных версий: PC-DMIS PRO®, PC-DMIS CAD® и PC-DMIS CAD ++®. PC-DMIS ProPC-DMIS CADPC-DMIS CAD++Загрузки Идеально подойдет, если вы не используете CAD объекты для проверки своих деталей. В ПО PC-DMIS Pro существует полный спектр функций для
измерения, оценки данных и составления отчетов. Для новичков в ПО PC-DMIS Pro есть набор функций для быстрого обучения прог и для выполнения рутинных каждодневных операция по измерениям. Более опытные пользователи могут измерять более сложные конфигурации деталей pc-DMIS Pro
functions. Key Features: Presenting measurement results in the form of boiler reports or developing your own forms of protocolsSoftware of complex details No need for CAD filesIntually clear and user-configurable software updated intrareesFall, computational capabilities can be extended PC-DMIS CAD software allows
you to measure the dimensions of parts and evaluate the measurement results. The software works with CAD models, from frame to semiconductor. CAD data can be imported and exported in a wide range of available formats. PC-DMIS CAD provides the tools you need to work with files, from simple 2D drawings to
complex 3D semiconductor models. The verification procedures are simplified and error-free and are listed in part models. This virtually eliminates errors related to incorrect input or misinterpretation of drawings. Key features: Simple InterfaceTost Machine Modeling Advanced Graphics Tools for Managing Part
Processing and Measurement Parammers Ammeration and Designing mouse Over Highlighting Metering Sensor (MOHL) Trajectory - Hovering and retaining cursor to highlight Direct CAD Interfaces (DCI) are directly connected to the SAPR database and enable clients to work directly with PC-DMIS models. No other
metrological software gives users this versatility flexibility when connected to cad. PC-DMIS CAD extends the capabilities of PC-DMIS CAD with advanced tools for quick scanning, measurement, detail alignment and the like. PC-DMIS CAD makes it easy to measure complex shapes. In addition to simplifying
measurements of complex contour parts such as complex turbine blades, blades, molds, castings and models, the PC-DMIS CAD software package provides the ability to use a complete set of functional modules for modeling thin-walled parts (sheet steel). Key features of the program: Determining the scan
trajectorySElectomy selection of nominal values of parameters and vector modulesAs measures with complex contours/profilesAutomatic reverse engineering Analysis of data obtained in any 2D or 3D representation of 3D views
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